A rearticulação dos sedimentos formais no discurso literário de Guimarães Rosa
Introduction
Form is not only the geometrical limits that real objects have. Neither is it the visual perception of the silhouette objects have. It is something else. The form "mother" is something else than just the mother figure. The form "ball" is more than just a sphere: it is play, toy, soccer, competition and so on.
Forms are social and historical sediments.
They are saturated with material and cultural contents. Upon observing two houses -a house, a dwelling place, and another house, a dog-house -we perceive in both external spatial and geometrical similarities: both have walls, a roof, a door, a floor.
The differences disappear vis-a-vis the similarities.
The form resulting from this process of comparison ignores that humans and canines, both living in houses, give different meanings to form, though the form is apparently the same.
If one tree and any other tree can both be externally formalized as trunk, branches, and treetop by giving them, shall we say, a static spatial silhouette, and if we express all this by using the common word "tree", formalization changes when some individual contemplates the trees as likely boards and beams to be used to build a house.
Gérard Genette brings us the example (actually presented by Roland Barthes in his
Mythologies) of a photograph that shows a black soldier saluting the French flag. (GENETTE, 1972, p. 187) The author states that the photograph denotes and connotes at the same time, as such is its communicative movement. By denoting, it communicates just this: a black soldier saluting the French flag. By connoting, on the other hand, the photograph communicates (Genette writes "justifies") the political subjection of some African nation to animates João Guimarães Rosa's literary discourse.
We will try to show that Rosas's esthetical formalization is a call for changes. En passant, as this is not the main focus of this paper, we will try to compare Rosa's invitation to changes and that of Dostoievski's in his literary works.
1. Both God and the Devil, in Grande sertão:
veredas, are and are not. According to Riobaldo, "everything is and is not". (ROSA, 1972, p. 12) Everything, including the powerful ideas of God and Devil constructed and reconstructed by the human kind along its tortuous history. In a determined articulation of elements, God is form-this, and the Devil is also form-this, while in a new articulation, both become form-that. "colossalidade" or "amormeuzinho" (which remind us of "colosso", "colossal" and "meu amorzinho").
We have just finished pointing out three types of formalization in the short story "São Marcos": first, the form fixed by a physical support; second, the lexical innovation; third, the difficulty we have to express reality, arising from the limits of language.
We may say, if we so desire, that form needs some kind of signifier in order to signify, which becomes quite clear in "São Marcos", according to what we have so far seen. Firstly, the ample signifier, that is, the complete short story itself, the story narrated in such or such way, intent on saying something. In "Reminisção", a short story in Tutameia, the following sentence is re-syntacticised: "Que quis falar, quis, pôde é que foi não." (Rosa, 1976, p. 83) In common language the sentence would be expressed like this: "Quis falar e não pôde." (He wanted to speak but he could not). This is a whatever is ugly. We may see the inside-out features of reality. Concerning this story, Paulo Rónai says, "whatever is not begins to influence effectively whatever is, to shape it, to change its features"
(RÓNAI, 1991, p. 533) Drá, the female character, is not beautiful -"é feia feito fritura queimada" (she is as ugly as burnt fried food), "é de partir o espelho" (she makes a mirror crack) -but Romão, her husband, sees her as a beautiful woman. Whatever is not, is.
Or else, whatever is is likely not to be.
Despite the syntactic difficulties the discourse presents, the differences of which cause strangeness, the story may be understood. Actually, "Reminisção" has several re-worked forms: words, phrases, the general form of the story (its narrative movement) and, for sure, the form that most particularly calls our attention, the ugly-beautiful form.
It is by lexical and syntactic rearticulation that 11 Most of the texts written by Guimarães Rosa are very difficult to be translated into other languages. As a rule, the translation of his works, some more some less, betray meanings and, hence, impair semantic equivalence. 
Most of the facts narrated in Grande sertão:
veredas have to do with the rearticulation of the GodDevil form. Not all, though, and not always. "Veredas"
(narrow waterways) may be discovered by accident by the "jagunços" while they wander along the "sertão": "Vereda em vereda, como os buritis ensinam, a gente varava para após." (ROSA, 1972, p. 46) In such cases, the form "vereda" is rearticulated in the narrational movement as a point of passage, a transition from one place to another one, and, quite often, as space-time for rest and physical recovery from the hardship of the "sertão"
life. This, shall we say, is a microunderstanding of the form "vereda". But Grande sertão demands that microforms be integrated in macroforms. In this way, "vereda" is rearticulated to mean Riobaldo's crossing.
As this crossing has to do with the major forms God and Devil, good and evil, "vereda" may, in some moments of the plot, be direct part of the major forms. That is what happens in "Veredas Mortas"
(Dead waterways) (ou "Tortas") (or Crooked). the "veredas" preserve their individual identity, including the "Veredas Mortas", as does the "Liso do Sussuarão". That is why the transition from one form to another is not a logical transition, subsuming particulars in the universal known as concept. The esthetic literary form is not interested in concepts. It does not reduce "veredas" to the "vereda" concept, and neither does it reduce "liso" to the "liso" concept.
Riobaldo says, "Estradas vão para Veredas Tortas -
The literary object says many words by using one word, reconstructs many meanings by using just one meaning. Form is informed with multiple pieces of information. Literary multiplicity precludes the uniformity of universalized concepts. It is democracy par excellence. It is anti-authoritarianism.
That is why the esthetic rationality is presented in essay-like form. The form essay pursues the contingencies of reality. It does not aim at subjugating the object. In order to avoid doing it, it allows the object to speak. The object, on its turn, says different things in different moments. The artistsubject will endeavour to coordinate such differences, without subordinating them to a systematic form; upon doing it, his individual mark is left on the object which, however, does not become disfigured. The form essay coordinates the elements, rather than subordinating them". (ADORNO, 2003, p. 43 )Thus, as every object is free to manifest itself, every subject who constructs a work of art is likewise free to capture such manifestations and, on its turn, manifest itself. In literary art, the object that speaks is, first of all, a subject that speaks to another subject. Both have something to say. The result of such interaction is esthetic form. Besides coordinating the differences of the object, the artist needs to make an effort to coordinate his own differences, so that all this richness may not be reduced to some kind of uniformity. Uniformity kills the differences that give life to forms.
Guimarães Rosa writes the following: "O mato -vozinha mansa -aeiouava" (ROSA, 1979, p. 134) . The Minas Gerais "sertão" is also right there.
Guimarães Rosa is not willing to write about the "sertão", but rather about the changes that take place in the "sertão". His theme, his subject matter, if we may say so, is change or changing, which are the true objects of Grande sertão: veredas. As the semantics of the form change is made up of difference and similarities (the "sertão" both is and is not), the esthetical truths that shine in Grande sertão are legitimized by the similarities in the object "sertão", a form available to the artist-writer, and by the differences that take place in this form. "imperfect" past tense and, towards the end of the narrative, simple past tense. "Imperfect" past tense:
"as muitas pessoas já estavam" (the many people would already be), "sempre chegava mais gente"
(more and more people would always be arriving), "a hora era de muito sol" (the sun would then be shining intensely), "aí, paravam" (then they would stop); simple past tense: "Soroco não esperou" (Soroco did not wait), "ele se sacudiu" (he shook himself), "virou pra ir-s'embora" (he turned, to go away), "mas, parou" (but he stopped), "a gente se esfriou, se afundou" (we became cold, we sank 
